
Immer eine Lage besser

High-grade hygiene paper is manufactured in Miltenberg for people and markets 
in Europe using experience, enthusiasm and the very latest technology. 
Welcome to Fripa.

True quality with a 
heart for technology
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Fripa set up PM7 in  Miltenberg at the end 
of 2014, giving it one of the fastest and 
most advanced tissue paper machines in the 
world.
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INTRODUCTION  >  WELCOME

Looking firmly to the future:
managing partner Verena Queck-Glimm 
together with the managing director  
Torsten Bahl taking a tour of the company.

INTRODUCTION  >  WELCOME

Thinking ahead. 
Collaborating 
as partners.
Going forward 
courageously.
With more than 400 employees and an intentionally small, focused 
management team, Fripa is a powerful, dependable and personally 
committed partner and advisor to traders and retailers throughout 
the European market.

Verena Queck-Glimm

Managing Partner

Torsten Bahl

Managing Director

Hermann Friedrich founded a paper pro-
cessing firm in Berlin in 1911. By 1948 
this had become the Fripa paper factory 
(short for Friedrich Papier) managed by 
his son Albert Friedrich at their new site 
in Miltenberg.
Today this modestly sized family company 
at the river Main is one of Germany’s 
most powerful hygiene paper manu-
facturers. This is the result of continuous 
investment which has allowed the com-

pany to grow steadily and healthily. Fripa values its independence – an independ- 
ence which allows it to respond more flexibly to markets and the requirements of 
the trade than its rivals, some of whom are considerably larger.
By taking this approach, Fripa has become an expert partner and advisor to 
merchants and retailers, setting standards in production quality, reliable logistics 
and personal service, which includes the development of new products coupled 
with appropriate marketing strategies.
It is this dynamic which, every day for more than 100 years, has given Fripa its 
unique all-round quality which keeps it always a cut above.

Enjoy reading!



THE HEART OF 
THE COMPANY

The site at Miltenberg has been the headquarters of Fripa since 1948. It has grown 
steadily and careful investments have been made in production technology and 
warehousing logistics. As a result, this production facility has for several years been 
one of the most advanced hygiene paper factories in Europe.
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Substantial landmark: the ultra-modern 
high-bay warehouse built in 2011 is not only 
a highly visible symbol of the Fripa paper 
factory, it is also a strong statement of the 
structural strength of the region surrounding 
Miltenberg as a location.

MAGAZIN E >  MILTENBERG SITE
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Calm outside, in 
motion inside.
How things work at 
Fripa.
365 days a year, 24 hours a day: Fripa paper factory is a real 
performance centre where people and machines work hand-in-hand 
to form an effective system. 

The highly developed production and 
processing technology facilitates a pre-
cise, seamless production process which 

can actively accommodate the rhythms 
of increasingly dynamic markets and 
supply them reliably with goods.

MAGAZINE >  MILTENBERG SITE /  POTENTIAL

Interaction, second by second:
at Fripa, people and machines work 
effectively together to fulfil the demands 
of quantity and the need for quality, 
down to the last detail.

MAGAZINE >  MILTENBERG SITE /  POTENTIAL

A strong basis for many markets:
high-bay warehouse 2 has a capacity of 
approximately 21,500 pallets, ensuring punctual 
and dependable delivery at all times.
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MAGAZINE  >  MILTENBERG SITE /  PM7

A new dimension of paper performance: Since 
2015, PM7 will be producing approximately 
36,000 extra tonnes of tissue paper a year in 
Miltenberg. 

2100 m/min. 
Sometimes 
numbers say more 
than words alone ...

MAGAZINE  >  MILTEN BERG SITE  /  PM7

PM7 is not only an extraordinarily high-performance tissue machine, 
it also leads the way in terms of energy efficiency and the protection 
of resources.

After installing what was already a mod-
ern and powerful PM6 in the year 2008, 
Fripa quickly invested in PM7 in 2014, 
giving it another high-performance 
“engine“ whose groundbreaking eco- 
logical specifications and optimised  
energy usage contribute significantly  
to sustainable production in keeping  
with the demands of our times. 
For instance, a closed circuit reuses 
process water as often as possible, which 
reduces the quantity of waste water.

In this way, PM7 combines perform- 
ance and the protection of re- 
sources by equalling the “best available 
technology” (BAT) in every relevant 
area and sometimes even exceeding it. 
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MAGAZINE  >  MILTENBERG SITE /  PM7
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MAGAZINE  >  MILTENBERG SITE  /  PM7

Producing paper with passion:
handkerchiefs, toilet paper, household  
paper towels – the quality of each and  
every product is determined at the outset  
by the machines which make the paper 
(such as PM7 pictured here).
That’s why Fripa not only emphasises 
the speed of its machines, but also 
exercises as much care as possible in 
monitoring quality. 
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MAGAZINE  >  MILTENBERG SITE /  PRODUCTION & PROCESSING

Well rounded: 
state-of-the-art 
performance.
A major aspect of Fripa’s corporate philosophy is 24/7 availability and 
performance. That’s why all of the areas of production and logistics 
are precisely interconnected and controlled so that high-grade paper 
products can be made around the clock at Miltenberg.

Fripa investiert konsequent in Technik und 
Logistik und
erhöht so stetig den Output.

The whole production process at Fripa 
is efficiently organised, from manufac-
turing, to packaging, to the storing of 
products. 
As well as a series of modern paper  
machines, this location possesses  
a system made up of various high- 
performance rewinders, a number of  

paper towel and handkerchief fold-
ing machines, and a highly specialised 
medicinal roll rewinder. 
This equipment provides the basis 
upon which they can manufacture more 
than one million europallets of fin- 
ished products a year in Miltenberg.

Every process is controlled and monitored 
at Fripa using high-precision technology.

MAGAZINE  >  MILTENBERG SITE /  PRODUCTION & PROCESSI NG

Blindtext kisuaheli neumyx doc barcmope, 
loren ipsum dolor sit amet. The quick 
btwown Blindtext kisuaheli neumyx doc 
barcmope oren ipsum dolor sit amet. The 
quick btwown.

The basis for many different products:
freshly produced 2700 mm wide mother 
rolls provide the foundation for all of the 
processing that takes place afterwards.

14
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MAGAZINE  >  MILTENBERG SITE /  LOGISTICS & HIGH-BAY WAREHOUSE

The epitome of high-speed:
the warehouse is connected to production via 
a dual feed system. All of the operations in 
the high-bay warehouse are performed fully 
automatically using intelligent control and 
robotic systems: this allows them to be done 
quickly, which is very important nowadays.

MAGAZINE  >  MILTENBERG SITE /  LOGISTICS & HIGH-BAY WAREHOUSE

Speed is what determines 
the rhythm. Also in the 
high-bay warehouse.
The fully automated high-bay warehouse 2 provides the main basis 
for the highly dependable supply logistics for which  Fripa is known 
among its customers in retail and trade.

This allows the company’s well-known 
strengths such as product quality and 
Fripa’s dependable and committed ser-
vice to be guaranteed and expanded. 

Using this seamless system, Fripa’s di-
verse products can always be supplied 
on time in their various markets. 
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MAGAZINE  >  MILTENBERG SITE /  MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

In a modern industrial business, an 
effective management system has to 
work consistently and seamlessly.
At Fripa this system encompasses the 
whole process, from the purchase of raw 
materials, to the training and ongoing 
education of the workforce – and their 
protection – the maintenance and con-
trol of every production procedure and 
the finished and packaged product.
This involves not only consistent test-
ing, but also regular optimisation and 

efficiency increases for every process, 
using all the latest technological and 
scientific findings; sometimes this even 
allows Fripa to exceed the best available 
technology in many areas.
Complex audits have been performed 
regularly over recent years at the Milten- 
berg site and Fripa has achieved excel-
lent results in them (see also pages 
24/25).

Many movements, one goal: 
always a cut above.
The quality of paper at Fripa has always been the measure of things. 
That’s why Fripa employs an integrated management system which 
picks up long before the finished paper product is made and extends 
strictly through all the areas of production.

From raw material to the finished product:
nothing is left to chance at Fripa when it 
comes to producing hygiene paper that can 
fulfil not only numerous stress tests, but 
also all of the major economic and ecologic- 
al demands that have to be met. 

MAGAZINE  >  MILTENBERG SITE /  MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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MAGAZINE  >  MILTENBERG SITE/ MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Fripa “purity law”:

• Strong, quality-produced paper 
 is Fripa’s key product. 

•  Fripa strives to produce hygiene paper  
as energy-efficiently as possible, using 
minimum resources, so that if and when  
possible even the best available technol- 
ogy is surpassed.

•  Fripa considers additives such as “scent”  
and “ink” to be an environmental burden  
rather than an innovation, which is why  
such things are avoided as far as possible.

• At Fripa, innovation is essentially derived  
 where possible from the product itself.

MAGAZINE  >  MILTENBERG SITE /  MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Hygiene paper in good hands:
Fripa maintains high standards and takes 
care because the product is appreciated 
greatly by the workforce in every phase; 
in a way you could even say they “love” it.

20
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MAGAZINE  >  EFFICIENCY & PROTECTING RESOURCES

The procurement, production and sale of 
hygiene paper complies with the statutes on 
responsible forestry and on protecting global 
forest resources. This is demonstrated by the 
appropriate FSC® and PEFCTM certification.

The amount of waste water produced at 
Fripa has for many years been well below 
the average achieved by the best available 
technologies in the field. 

While building the new hall for PM7, 
dedicated habitats were established for the 
populations of sand lizards originally native 
to the terrain.   

MAGAZINE  >  EFFICIENCY & PROTECTING RESOURCES

As a paper manufacturer, Fripa is an 
intensive user of water, electricity and 
gas, and therefore necessarily confront- 
ed by many of today’s environmental 
questions. That’s why the company 
works constantly to optimise its 
consumption of essential resources.
It consistently adheres to the many laws, 
regulations and approvals that apply in 
today’s Europe. As a result of its own 
initiative, its behaviour as an industrial 
manufacturer is based upon the ideals 
of modern industrial ethics.
This is why all facilities are regularly 
proven to comply with high environ-
mental standards (see pages 24/25).
Fripa intentionally utilises carefully 
selected raw materials and supplies 
which comply with increasingly strict 

criteria. For instance, one of the 
principles of the company is to use only 
100% chlorine-free cellulose of the 
stringent “TCF” grade. Also, in Milten-
berg, only cellulose from sustainable for- 
estry and legal logging sources is used, 
as demonstrated by our FSC® C018265  
and PEFCTM certification.
Not less fundamentally, only ecofriendly 
PE and PP sheeting and cardboard 
which can be recycled are used. 
Leftover waste such as sheeting, wood 
and metal is sorted and recycled.
The assembling of the new PM7 adhered 
to the very latest specifications, and its 
operation since the end of 2014 has  
meant a reduction in energy consump- 
tion (per tonne of paper produced) and a 
reduction in waste and waste water. 

What does Fripa try to 
make as small as possible? 
Its footprint.
Paper manufacturers bear a special responsibility to the environment. 
That is why the entire production process at Miltenberg is designed 
to consume as little energy as possible, to produce as little waste and 
waste water as possible, and to protect resources demonstrably.

A cogeneration plant was installed at Milten-
berg in 2009 in order to protect resources. 
This gas turbine has an efficiency level of 
approximately 80% (modern electrical power 
stations achieve only around 40–45%) and, 
with its combined utilisation of generated 
heat and electricity, represents the most effi-
cient method of producing energy for a paper 
factory. By reducing the use of fossil fuels, 
we avoid producing more than 17,000 tonnes 
of CO2 emissions each year. 

Scoring points in terms of CO2 and 
energy: by deciding to switch all cellu-
lose supplies from the road to the rails 
beginning in 2011, the use of trucks 
was effectively reduced, which halved 
CO2 emissions in absolute terms, pre-
venting more than 600 tonnes of CO2 
emissions each year. 

Energy reclaiming technologies are 
also used in the lifts and operating 
elements in high-bay warehouse 2, 
allowing an up to 50% reduction in 
energy usage. 



MAGAZINE  >  OVERVIEW OF CERTIFICATES

Fripa’s products and processes 
comply with the requirements of IFS House-
hold and Personal Care Products (Version 1) 
at a “higher level”.
 

The major recycled paper products made by
Fripa carry the “Blauer Engel” environmen-
tal mark.

The chain of custody certificates demon- 
strate that Fripa procures its cellulose  
exclusively from sustainable sources. 
Fripa supports this initiative and documents 
its outstanding procurement sources on its 
cellulose products, as well as its transparent 
supply chains, using the seals belonging to 
the two internationally recognised certifica-
tion organisations FSC® and PEFCTM.

Pay attention to PEFCTM-certified products! 
Pay attention to FSC®-certified products!

The certificates shown here reflect the status as at December 2018.
All of these certifications are regularly updated and documented.

Awards for handling resources, consuming 
energy and producing emissions responsibly.
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MAGAZINE >  OVERVIEW OF CERTIFICATES

This is how sustainable 
quality feels: 
excellent.
Fripa performs regular audits and is certified in compliance with the audits that conventionally 
govern the market and trade. The company also has a firm grip on its responsible handling of 
cellulose, and is of course proud of its regional environmental awards.
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 Standard 
 ISO 14001:2015 

 

Certificate Registr. No.  01 104 080210 

 

 Certificate Holder: 
 

 
 
Fripa Papierfabrik 
Albert Friedrich KG 
Großheubacher Str. 4 
63897 Miltenberg 
Germany 
 
  

 

 Scope: Production and sales of all kind of hygienic papers 
 

   Proof has been furnished by means of an audit that the 
requirements of ISO 14001:2015 are met. 

 

 Validity:  The certificate is valid from 2017-12-06 until 2020-12-05. 
 First certification 2009 
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TÜV Rheinland has awarded Fripa its
DIN EN ISO 50001:2011, DIN EN ISO 
9001:2015 and DIN EN ISO 14001:2015 
certificates, confirming successful auditing.

Fripa exclusively uses 100% chlorine-free 
cellulose of the category TCF.

        
 
 

 

 
 

  

Certificate 
 

  
  

 Standard 
 ISO 50001:2011 

 

Certificate Registr. No.  01 407 071304 

 

 Certificate Holder: 

 
 
Fripa Papierfabrik 
Albert Friedrich KG 
 

Großheubacher Str. 4 
63897 Miltenberg 
Germany 
 
  

 

 Scope: Production and sales of all kind of hygienic papers 
 

   Proof has been furnished by means of an audit that the 
requirements of ISO 50001:2011 are met. 

 

 Validity:  The certificate is valid from 2017-12-06 until 2020-12-05. 
 First certification 2012 

  

 2017-12-05 

 

  

 TÜV Rheinland Cert GmbH  
Am Grauen Stein · 51105 Köln  
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Fripa complies with occupational safety 
requirements defined in OHSAS 18001:2007 
and NLF/ILO-OSH 2001.
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Fripa offers a diverse, competent range 
of hygiene papers, from soft toilet paper,  
to tissues and household paper towels,  
all the way to durable cleaning and  
paper cloths and medicinal rolls.
Many of these products are used “away
from home” in the professional hygiene 
supplies segment. Beyond that, products 
made in Miltenberg mostly take the form 
of private labels to grocery retailers and 
reach millions of consumers in Germany 
and neighbouring European countries. 
In both these fields it is important not 
only to supply products, but also to help 
shape the market. At Fripa, this is done 
by developing new and improved paper 
and packaging technology, as well as new 
packaging designs. This aspect of Fripa’s 
own engineering culture has permitted  
the company to initiate new trends and  

establish new standards based on  
outstanding ideas and powerful tech- 
nologies. But this can only happen if 
you are able to respond flexibly and 
spontaneously to the complex demands 
of customers. To do that it is essential 
to think constructively in terms of possi- 
bilities, something for which Fripa is 
known and appreciated in the market.

Responding quickly and appropriately 
means understanding exactly what a 
product has to do, where, and for whom. It  
is only with this personal understanding  
that you can develop apt solutions 
around paper quality, the associated 
packaging technology, and even, where 
required, a professionally produced 
packaging design that is corresponding- 
ly effective at the POS.

That’s how Fripa creates strongly 
positioned products for modern hygiene 
that contribute reliably to every aspect 
of modern everyday life.

Sheet by sheet by sheet.

 

Experienced in the market. 
Valued as a partner.
For many decades, Fripa has been not only a dependable supplier, 
but also and above all a personal partner working closely with its 
allies in specialised and grocery retail.

By providing modern private labelling 
involving contemporary products, millions 
of consumers are now supplied in German 
and European households.

Fripa has always exercised its competence 
as an experienced and reliable partner in the 
professional trade area.

MAGAZINE  >  STRONG PARTNER TO THE TRADEMAGAZINE  >  STRONG PARTNER TO THE TRADE

Ideas that carry weight:
the ten-roll scan-pack with handle 
was originally developed and 
introduced by Fripa. This convenient 
bag system is now a widely 
established standard in European 
retail. 
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MAGAZINE  >  STRONG PARTNER TO THE TRADE

Plenty of experience in quick turnarounds:
speed plays a big role in the hygiene paper 
market. This product group is one of the 
sectors of the grocery industry with the 
fastest turnaround, since products spend 
very little time on the shelves at the point 
of sale on account of daily demand.

28

MAGAZINE  >  STRONG PARTNER TO THE TRADE
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MAGAZINE  >  COLLABORATION IN EUROPE

Fripa Papierfabrik Albert Friedrich KG
Großheubacher Straße 4 
63897 Miltenberg, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 9371 502-0 
Telefax: +49 (0) 9371 502-1401 
Email:  info@fripa.de
Website:  www.fripa.de

The FP Czerwonak paper factory in Poznan, 
Poland, has been manufacturing high-quality 
hygiene paper for more than 80 years. The 
machines and warehousing technology there 
are of the latest technological standard.
This high-performing partner can supply products 
specially for the Polish market on location.
Fabryka Papieru Czerwonak z.o.o.
ul. Gdynska 131  
62-004 Czerwonak, Poland
Phone: +48 (0) 61 6504-800 
Telefax: +48 (0) 61 6504-801 
Email:  biuro@fpcz.com.pl
Website:  www.fpcz.com.pl

MAGAZINE  >  COLLABORATION IN EUROPE

Global in 
outlook.
Focused on 
Europe.
Fripa has well-established alliances with two 
partner factories in Poland and Switzerland. This 
collaboration has been built up over the years, 
allowing Fripa to fulfil almost all the requirements 
of the hygiene paper business within an 800 km 
radius of each of the locations.

Any time, any place, 
by any means: its 
two alliances allow 
Fripa to act flexibly 
throughout Europe 
whenever the markets 
demand.

Like any industrial enterprise, Fripa is influenced by 
factors such as raw material prices and their movements 
on the world market. But in day-to-day business, the  
company has always been focused very clearly on Europe.
The management recognised at an early stage that the 
challenges of the European hygiene paper market would 
assume an international dimension. Alliances formed 
in the 1970s and 1990s with two partner factories in 
Switzerland and Poland have extended the radius of action 
considerably. All of Fripa’s products and services outside 
of the German home market have been given a new reach 
in the increasingly important and prosperous market 
regions of Europe by these alliances.
Together they form a concentrated triple-network which 
allows Fripa to supply European markets quickly and 
flexibly on demand.

The CartaSeta paper factory has been Fripa’s 
partner since 1974. It produces high-grade 
hygiene paper for the Swiss market. This part-
nership allows them to serve the demanding 
Swiss paper market quickly with hygiene paper 
according to its demands.
CartaSeta Friedrich + Co.
Sandackerstraße 3 
CH-5014 Gretzenbach SO, Switzerland
Phone: +41 (0) 62 28816-00 
Telefax: +41 (0) 62 28816-21 
Email:  info@cartaseta.ch
Website:  www.cartaseta.ch
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MAGAZINE  >   WORKFORCE & TEAM

People are what count:
despite most processes being mechanised, 
the control and oversight of qualified staff 
remains one of the most important aspects 
of the overall process in ensuring that the 
system works and the results are good.

The Lower Main region of Bavaria is 
traditionally a strong base of Germany’s 
“Mittelstand” (its long-established small 
and medium-sized companies), and Fripa 
has made a name for itself there in the 
important fields of personnel training 
and qualification. Its location in Milten-
berg, not far from the metropolitan re- 
gion of Frankfurt am Main, makes it very  
attractive to today’s relatively mobile  
generation to work there and begin strong  
and forward-looking training at Fripa.

The company generally offers around 27 
training posts in the wide range of pro-
fessions that are active at the site. The 
main aim is to build up employees of the 
future from the own ranks, and in doing 
so to shape a promising shared future 
for young people and company alike.
This is because Fripa is not a large, 
faceless corporation but a family-owned 
business in which personal relations 
are actively cultivated between people at 
all levels up to management.

One employer,
400 employees,
1000 possibilities.
More than 400 people currently work at Fripa, and the average time 
they have worked there is around 13 years. This workforce is a lively and  
balanced mix of different age groups and varied professions in the fields  
of commerce, technology and the trades.

MAGAZINE  >  WORKFORCE & TEAM

A successful team: 
many different discip- 
lines work together 
to make paper and 
to supply successful 
products. This success 
benefits not only the 
company but also 
each individual.
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MAGAZINE  >   WORKFORCE & TEAM

Always with an eye on the paper:
Fripa’s focus in production is entirely on the high  
quality which every product has to demonstrate 
before it leaves Fripa’s paper factory.

Precision down to the last detail:
Fripa’s sensitive machinery requires expert 
management, maintenance and cleaning 
in every phase. That can only be achieved 
with a qualified and motivated team of 
specialists who always know exactly what 
to do.

MAGAZINE  >   WORKFORCE & TEAM

Dynamic trade and retail 
requires strong partners.
Fripa has more than 400.
Numerous different professions are united beneath a single roof at Fripa. All of 
them pursue the same aim: to manufacture products of the highest quality and to 
supply them to all of our partners and customers in the markets with the utmost 
precision, punctuality, reliability and success. 

Strong together:
from cellulose supply all the way to marketing, 
working processes at Fripa are shaped by 
the kind of systematic teamwork in which 
experience, expertise and mutual trust are 
the foremost factors.



Fripa hygiene papers prove themselves daily by performing tasks in everyday life. 
With its highly advanced, high-quality product range, Fripa fulfils the diverse demands 
of retail as well as the steadily growing demands and needs of consumers for modern, 
appealing paper hygiene.

SOFT CAN ALSO 
MEAN STRONG

37

PRODUCTS  >  HYGIEN E  PAPER  & ACCESSORI ES

Fripa’s well-developed specialist retail products 
form the foundation of an entire product range, 
which provides high-grade hygiene paper and 
accessories for all requirements and demands of 
the modern market.

36
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PRODUCTS >  TOILET PAPERS 

As well as conventional demands such 
as whiteness, pleasant softness, tangible 
comfort and reliable strength, it is now-
adays important to consumers that toilet 
paper comes from responsible sources 
and that its cellulose is bleached using 
sustainable methods.
Fripa’s range of toilet paper encom-
passes advanced products in the purest 
quality which satisfy every demand and 
every area of use. 

You can write much 
about quality. 
Fripa’s quality you 
can simply feel.
Nowadays, when it comes to toilet paper, people demand more quality 
and comfort than ever before. Fripa  meets these needs with its 
high-grade toilet paper products that focus fully on tangible quality.

PRODUCTS  >  TOILET PAPERS 

Experience the ultimate in hygiene paper:
Fripa toilet papers are developed and produced 
so that, in each of their categories, they always 
combine maximum softness and strength to 
achieve a quality you can really feel.
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PRODUCTS  >  TOILET PAPER  NUVOLA

Recycling plus softness:
quality you can see.
Fripa’s ultra-white Nuvola recycled tissue combines recycling with luxury to produce a pleasantly soft 
and visually appealing product.

Fripa Nuvola
Comfort tissue toilet paper in ultra-white 
recycled quality. Available in three and  
two ply.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

3 2
ply ply

PRODUCTS  >  TOILET PAPER SELECT

What could be better than 
comfort? Double comfort.
Extra-soft four ply Fripa Select toilet paper sets standards in the luxury segment. Its innovative 
double-sided embossing gives it maximum volume and a very pleasant feel.

Fripa Select
Premium tissue toilet paper made from 
100% cellulose, bleached without the use of 
chlorine. Available in four, three and two ply. 
Four ply Fripa Select is manufactured using 
the latest technology to produce two equally 
soft sides. This allows attractive reversible 
embossed patterns to be included on both 
sides.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

4
ply

embossed 
on both 

sides

3 2
ply ply

DO

UBLY SOFT!

WITH MODERN

DOUBLE-SIDED EMBOSSIN
G
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PRODUCTS  >  TOILET PAPER  EDINA

Fripa entry-level:
Edina toilet papers offer genuine
Fripa quality in slimline form.

Edina offers Fripa’s typical quality 
tailored specifically for the modern 
entry-level segment.
Clearly thought-out, strongly made 
and practically packaged for the 
POS. Ideal for uses such as retail 
promotions.

Edina toilet paper
Ultra-white comfort tissue toilet paper. 
Available in three and two ply and in different 
numbers of sheets.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

3 2
ply ply

8 x 250 
sheets

8 x 250 
sheets

8 x 400 
sheets

Feels really good:
Fripa recycled tissue.
Fripa’s bright Basic recycled tissue sets high standards of comfort and strength. This toilet paper 
is made from 100% waste paper and doesn’t just feel good, it gives you a good conscience as well.

Fripa Basic
Recycled tissue toilet paper 
made from 100% waste paper. 
Available in three and two ply.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

PRODUCTS  >  TOILET PAPER  BASIC

3
ply

2
ply
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PRODUCTS  >  HOUSEHOLD PAPER TOWELS

When is reliability 
most important in 
the household? 
Every single day.

Household paper towels have to combine 
numerous different properties: they don’t 
just have to be absorbent, they also have  
to soak up liquid as quickly and effect- 
ively as possible. It’s also important that 
the towel holds moisture dependably 
and doesn’t tear. 

Fripa household paper towels specialise 
in effectively combining these important 
properties. They are ideally equipped to 
meet these challenges with their strong 
fibre structures, modern embossed pat-
terns and pleasant-to-the-touch finishes.

 

Fripa household paper towels are designed to meet every strength 
and absorbency challenge, while satisfying the most demanding 
expectations of feel.

PRODUCTS  >  HOUSEHOLD PAPER TOWELS

Quality in its element:
as household helpers, Fripa hygiene papers 
have to perform very reliably indeed. 
That’s because household paper towels 
either deliver what they promise or they 
don’t – and this usually reveals itself quickly.
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PRODUCTS  >  HOUSEHOLD PAPER TOWELS

Waste paper? 
Likes to play 
a new role.
The Fripa Coussina line’s modern recycled 
household paper towels combine typically 
outstanding Fripa absorbency with the 
reassuring feeling of protecting resources.

Fripa Coussina
Tear-resistant and absorbent household 
paper towels made from 100% waste paper. 
Highly versatile. With bold absorbent 
embossing. Available in three ply.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

In short: 
the best choice 
for price-conscious 
shoppers.
Easy household paper towels provide 
an absorbent option in the modern 
entry-level segment.

Easy household paper towels
Tear-resistant and absorbent household paper 
towels made from 100% cellulose, bleached  
without the use of chlorine. 
With bold absorbent embossing. Highly versatile in 
private and professional use. FSC® C018265 certified.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

3
ply

3 2
ply ply

PRODUCTS  >  HOUSEHOLD PAPER TOWELS

The master performer.
Reassuringly absorbent ...
Fripa Wischfix household paper towels are aptly named because they combine absorbency 
and soaking-up-speed so effectively that not a single drop is left over.

Fripa Wischfix
Tear-resistant and absorbent household paper 
towels made from 100% cellulose, bleached 
without the use of chlorine.

With bold absorbent embossing. Highly ver-
satile because of its strength, even when wet. 
Available in three ply. FSC® C018265 certified.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product on 
request, should you require more information about it. 
Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

3
ply

The strong  
Fripa classic:
Quality that  
convinces in  
all situations
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PRODUCTS  >  HANDKERCHIEFS

Fripa akito handkerchiefs
Hygienically soft tissues in four ply premium 
quality made from 100% cellulose, bleached 
without the use of chlorine. 
Available in resealable tissue packets and 
various multipacks.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

4
ply

PRODUCTS  >  HANDKERCHI EFS

Ideal for delicate noses: 
handkerchiefs that do you good.
With its fine, four ply akito tissues, Fripa helps you care for your nose gently 
and with a smooth touch – and safely too – even if you have a heavy cold.

Gentle everyday companion:
when your nose is running and your eyes 
streaming: pleasantly soft, gentle hand-
kerchiefs can help.

Handkerchiefs are important and loyal  
companions without which many  
everyday activities would be very differ- 
ent indeed. Rough tissues combined 
with a really heavy cold can be bad news 

for delicate noses. That’s why Fripa  
offers an advanced four ply tissue incor- 
porating all of our experience in high- 
grade hygiene paper.



PRIVATE LABELLING

LET US 
LABEL IT!

Fripa views private labelling as a profession which opens up markets. The company 
has significant expertise in professionally establishing own-brands in European retail, 
which qualifies it as a capable yet flexible partner in professional private labelling.
Get in touch – we look forward to hearing about your project!

5150

PRIVATE LABELLING

Fripa offers a special all-round private labelling service incorporating 
expert, personal advice for marketing and sales combined with precision 
product quality all the way to professional design. It’s a service which 
typifies the company’s performance and aspirations.

For private labelling, contact:

Jürgen Fischar
Sales manager
Phone:  +49 (0) 9371 502 502 
Email:  fischar@fripa.de

Andreas Kraatz
Sales manager
Phone: +49 (0) 9371 502 503 
Email:  kraatz@fripa.de
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PRODUCTS  >  PAPER  TOWELS

Public hygiene? 
In good hands.

Whether you’re at the office, out shop-
ping, on a journey or in a restaurant – all 
over the world paper towels are taken 
for granted as part of good all-round  
hygiene. Public hygiene is to a certain  
extent dependant on the quality and  
reliability of these simple yet important 
products.
Fripa has responded to this state of 
affairs by producing a series of system- 
atically varied paper towel product lines 
corresponding to all of the different 
areas in which they are used.

PRODUCTS  >  PAPER TOWELS

Committed to general hygiene: 
Fripa paper towels are pleasant to the 
touch and reliably effective at drying, 
which is why people always like to have 
them at hand wherever they are.
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PRODUCTS  >  PAPER  TOWELS

Fripa Comfort
Ultra-white, two ply paper towels in modern 
multi-fold format, also in larger sheet format. 
Made from 100% cellulose that has been 
bleached without the use of chlorine.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

Fripa Comfort / Fripa Eco
Two ply paper towels in economical V-fold 
format made from 100% chlorine-free 
cellulose and white recycled tissue. 
Our further developed decorative embossing 
improves handling and grip, and also 
significantly enhances absorbency.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

Fripa Comfort / Fripa Eco
Two ply paper towels in popular large-sheet 
format with C-fold. New decorative emboss- 
ing makes hygiene perfect during daily 
hand-washing.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

2
ply

2
ply

2
ply

PRODUCTS  >  PAPER TOWELS

Pleasant and strong:
keeping a firm grip on hygiene.
Wherever paper towels perform their crucial service in public sanitation areas, 
Fripa paper towels play a visibly hygienic role.

Fripa Ideal
Absorbent, single ply V- or C-fold paper 
towels in ultra-white quality. For demanding 
hand hygiene in the washroom.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

Fripa Plus
Single ply V- or C-fold paper towels in  
recycled quality with RAL-UZ 5 eco-mark.  
For daily hand hygiene in the washroom.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

Fripa Verde (not pictured) 
Single ply, green-dyed V- or C-fold paper 
towels in recycled quality with RAL-UZ 5 
eco-mark. For daily hand hygiene in the 
washroom.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

1
ply

1
ply

1
ply

Matching  
accessories: 
The practical  

Fripa system towel 
dispensers at a 

glance! 

> page 58/59
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PRODUCTS  >  MEDICINAL ROLLS

Diagnosis:
a case of safe hygiene. 
Tear- and moisture-resistant Fripa medicinal rolls play a major part in keeping many 
hospitals and medical practices appropriately hygienic on a daily basis. 

Fripa medicinal rolls
With a tear-off length of 38 cm, Fripa medi-
cinal rolls help to minimise usage. Available 
in five qualities, different widths and three 
lengths:

Fripa classic-line 
100% cellulose, single ply, ultra-white

Fripa nova-line 
100% cellulose, single ply, ultra-white 
– the economical alternative –

Fripa basic-line 
Recycled quality, single ply, white

Fripa duo-line+ 
100% cellulose, two ply, ultra-white

Fripa secura-line 
Coated, single ply, ultra-white tissue 
+ single ply PE coating

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

When maximum hygiene is essential: 
the paper used for medicinal rolls has to 
be extremely tear-resistant, tough, and 
pleasantly soft, since it comes into direct 
contact with patients’ skin.

PRODUCTS  >  CLEANING ROLLS

For the pros, by the pros:
efficient cleaning materials.
Machinery, equipment and rooms have to be cleaned professionally in industry and the trades, as well as 
in modern office buildings. Fripa cleaning rolls can meet extreme demands.

Fripa cleaning rolls
Single to four ply tissue, in two colours 
and various widths and lengths. Available in 
cellulose or recycled quality.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

In the professional area, Fripa cleaning rolls 
are advanced, capable products that can be 
used universally and that do the job properly 
whenever dirty pressure cylinders or sensitive 
lab equipment need thorough cleaning.

1
ply

2
ply

3
ply

4
ply
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Fripa paper towel dispenser
Plastic and metal, white, fits Fripa  
paper towel formats (V-/C-fold)

Fripa toilet paper dispenser
Double toilet roll dispenser, made of plastic, 
white

Fripa auto-cut hand towel roll dispenser
Efficient and functional – a semi-automatic 
system dispenser made of white plastic, 
with tear-stop at approximately 24 cm

Fripa accessories feature a decidedly simp-
le, discreet, yet modern appearance for the 
functional handling of numerous products 
in industrial and public sanitary settings.

Fripa soap dispenser
Refillable dispenser with a volume 
of 0.5 / 1.0 l, made of plastic, white

Fripa foam dispenser
Refillable dispenser with a volume 
of 0.8 l, made of plastic, white

To go with it: Fripa soap cream
Liquid soap, gentle on the skin, with 
protection factor, highly moisturising, 
with a pleasant scent.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

PRODUCTS  >  ACCESSORIES

What does good software 
need? The right hardware.
Fripa offers accessories that are custom-made for many of its products. This allows you to plan 
and implement customised systems to suit your industry and your particular requirements.

PRODUCTS  >  ACCESSORIES
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Fripa napkins
Ultra-white cellulose tissues for use in 
catering. Available in three and two ply.

Fripa embossed napkins (not pictured)
Single ply paper napkins, ultra-white.  
Available in 1/4- and 1/8-fold.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

PRODUCTS  >  NAPKINS

The recipe for table culture: 
use the best ingredients.
Attractive catering services in places like bistros and snack bars require strong, appealing napkins.  
Fripa napkins are the kind of reliable products that professionals value most.

Style is often about reducing 
things to the essentials.

2
ply

3
ply

PRODUCTS  >  FACIAL TISSUES

The perfect life partner: 
tissues with a delicate touch.
Fripa facial tissues give you the feeling that your face and skin are 
always in good hands, every day.

Softness and sensitivity are very important 
aspects of facial tissues that ensure they 
always feel gentle and safe when you use 
them. 

Fripa akito facial tissues
Silky-smooth, white facial tissues made from 
100% cellulose, bleached without the use 
of chlorine. Available in two ply quality, in 
decorative boxes of 100.

We will gladly send you data sheets about this product 
on request, should you require more information 
about it. Now you can also download the information 
quickly and easily at www.fripa.de

2
ply



SUBSTANTIAL 
INNOVATIONS
Fripa has its own creative innovation management system which allows it to develop, 
inside the company, regular studies and fresh approaches revealing potential product 
concepts coupled with appropriate marketing strategies. The aim is to investigate new 
markets for the hygiene paper product group and, in doing so, actively shape the industry 
for the future.

63

Two Fripa innovation studies that show the 
shape of things to come: a disposable dog 
towel and a technology that does away 
with cardboard tubes inside rolls of paper 
towels. These ready-for-production ideas 
are marketable and pioneering.

IN NOVATIONS  >  NEW  IDEAS & I NITIATIVE I MPETUS

62
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INNOVATIONS  >  FROTDOG

Fripa loves animals. 
And their 
owners too.
If you have a dog then you know what it means to carry a dog blanket 
in your car. Usually it starts smelling pretty quickly and needs frequent 
washing. Fripa’s FROTDOG offers a simple and attractive solution: an 
extra-large, strong, disposable paper towel off the roll which can be 
used as a practical and hygienic paper towel which the dog can lie on.

More than just a roll of absorbent paper: 
FROTDOG opens up a new category for 
hygiene papers at pet shops.

This product was developed as one of 
the many outcomes of the internal “in-
novation culture”, proving once again 

Fripa’s sense of consumers’ needs and 
demonstrating our serious ambitions in 
this direction.

 

Convenient:
No need to wash: no animal hair 
or odours in the laundry

Ecological:
The modern FROTDOG towels 
are 100% compostable

Flexible:
Towels as a hygienic base 
on the go and at home

Soft:
Soft FROTDOG tissue pampers 
the fur, nose and paws

Clean:
Fur is always cleaned and dried 
with fresh towels

Absorbent:
Special tissue structure absorbs a particu- 
larly large amount of dirt and moisture

INNOVATIONS  >  FROTDOG

Dogs enjoy themselves when they play 
so much that they often return with wet, 
dirty paws and a smelly coat. To Fripa this 
is a clear case of paper-based hygiene. 
And that’s why FROTDOG was developed. 
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INNOVATIONS  >  VAMOS

vamos inner rolls
provide a handy reserve in the 

household, garage or office.

Everywhere close at hand: 
vamos inner rolls are useful companions 

for everyday life, travel and sport.

vamos inner rolls 
are hygienically sealed 

and easy to pull out.

The absorbent sheets of vamos  
household paper towel can easily be pulled 

off the roll without a cardboard tube.

Fripa launched the second 
product of this series onto the 
market with its vamos house-
hold paper towels.

It’s time for more 
content: 
this is where 
it starts.
A number of years ago, Fripa invested in what was at the time a 
completely new technology, unique in Europe, with which toilet 
paper and household paper towel rolls could be produced without  
the usual cardboard tubes and with more paper instead.

The first toilet paper product without a 
tube down the middle was introduced 
by Fripa and tested in the market under 
the brand name “vamos”. Although it has 
not proven easy to displace the conven-
tional cardboard tube, the new system 
now appears in the same or similar form 
in other countries and other markets 

such as South America and Switzer-
land.
Fripa believes firmly in the fu-
ture of this new technology, which 
is why it launched vamos house-
hold paper towels in order to clearly 
and unequivocally stake its leadership 
claim in this new segment.

 

INNOVATIONS  >  VAMOS

The innovative vamos technology is slowly 
but surely replacing the cardboard tube 
which has been commonplace for more than 
a century.

Strong range with lots of potential:
vamos toilet paper, three ply and vamos  
household paper towels, three ply.
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ALWAYS OPEN TO IN NOVATION

WE ALWAYS 
LIKE TO BE  
PROACTIVE.
PREFERABLY 
TOGETHER.

Do you have ideas and a vision for hygiene paper products that don’t exist yet? 
Fripa always looks for like-minded people who aren’t just dreaming of new 
hygiene paper territory, but who want to actually go out and conquer it.
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Simply get in touch with:

Torsten Bahl
Sales Director 
Marketing and Sales Logistics 

Phone: +49 (0) 9371 502 501 
Email:  bahl@fripa.de

Simply give us a call: we look forward to thinking together 
about things nobody has even thought of yet.

Jürgen Fischar
Sales Manager 
Phone: +49 (0) 9371 502 502 
Email:  fischar@fripa.de

Andreas Kraatz
Sales Manager 
Phone: +49 (0) 9371 502 503 
Email:  kraatz@fripa.de

ALWAYS OPEN TO IN NOVATION



Fripa Papierfabrik Albert Friedrich KG

Großheubacher Straße 4 
63897 Miltenberg

Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 9371 502-0 
Telefax: +49 (0) 9371 502-1401

Email:  info@fripa.de

Pankower Allee 25 
13409 Berlin

Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 30 491 4035 
Telefax: +49 (0) 30 492 8942

Email:  berlin@fripa.de

In der Mühlenau 96 
52355 Düren

Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 2421 9664-0 
Telefax: +49 (0) 2421 9664-33

Email:  dueren@fripa.de

www.fripa.de

Immer eine Lage besser


